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T 
he Kenya Christian Professionals Forum 

(KCPF) was founded in 2010 out of                  

realisation of the need to support the 

church in advocacy. We came together 

during the campaign for and against the new                   

constitution.  

A worldwide trend had emerged where laws and 

policies were being used to advance a secular           

agenda against the sanctity of life, family and                

religion.  

We have so far succeeded in the following areas; 

• Institutionalisation of KCPF  

• Setting up of the Secretariat  

• Formation of thematic committees 

• Creation of consortiums on life and family  

• Running of Annual events which include Prayer 

Breakfast, March for life, National Family                

Conference on the International Family Day,                 

Family Symposium, Annual Fundraiser and 

Utumishi Bora Awards (UBA).  

• Litigation especially on the issues of abortion 

and LGBTQ agenda 

• Participation in the National Family Policy               

Formulation  

• Networking the body of Christ in Kenya 

• Carrying out Civic education especially in 

churches 

• Hosting of monthly plenary sessions/ town hall 

meetings  

• Presentations before parliamentary committees 

• Media engagements 

We are the Salt & Light of the World and the We 

are needed to preserve and light the earth. Much 

has been entrusted to Professionals and much is 

expected of us. We have the duty to contend for 

the faith and we want to be found faithful.  

We have committed ourselves to Stand to be 

counted in our generation and join forces with like

-minded persons to promote and defend Godly 

values. We appreciate the support that we have 

continued to receive from our partners,                     

government ministries, and other stakeholders that 

believe in our cause.  

We will continue to nurture 

these relationships and build 

more partnerships locally and 

internationally as the threats 

we are dealing with cut across          

borders.  

We have faced several challenges including; 

• Lack of adequate and consistent funding  

• Inadequate staffing at the secretariat  

• Absence of countrywide network  

• Limited capacity in the committees  

• Liberal laws  

We appreciate those who have generously given 

different kind of resources to support the work of 

KCPF. We pray that the Lord will continue to bless 

you because of your sacrificial giving.  

We encourage those who have not taken the step 

to support the work to do so as the demands               

continue to increase. We are better together and 

indeed we can do more.   

We have come to the realization that as KCPF we 

need involvement of the church in championing 

our mandate.  

PROPOSAL TO HAVE AN ADVISORY BOARD 

Our involvement with various church leaders and 

Bishops led to an agreement that we expand our 

organisation’s management structure by creating a 

KCPF Advisory Board comprising of church                

leaders. Our doors remain open to all church             

leaders for deeper consultations and making this 

come true. 

God Bless KCPF  

God Bless the Church  

God bless Kenya  

Anne Mbugua   

 

Chairperson, KCPF 

CHAIRPERSON’S REMARKS 
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A 
s noted in the Chairperson’s report 

there has been progress in setting up 

and strengthening the secretariat. This 

was achieved through a Board             

decision of instituting the position of a 

(voluntary) Executive Director in December 2018 

and re-engineering the recruitment process. This 

went hand in hand with mobilization of resources 

that enabled recruitment of four permanent staff 

namely Administration officer, Program officer,                

Membership & communications officer as well as 

a Front Office Assistant. These offices are            

being held by Godfrey Kaloki, Patience                        

Muthenya, Felix Pilipili and Raphael Alwora    

respectively who I have the pleasure to              

introduce. The secretariat is the “engine” that 

powers the daily running and implementation of 

KCPF programs. 

The Membership and Communication docket is a 

new office that was introduced in the 2018/2019 

period with the end of greater membership          

engagement. Through this office KCPF seeks to 

keep its membership updated on its initiatives as 

well as the social, legal and political environment 

in regard matters Religion, Life Family, Education 

and Governance. I urge all KCPF members and 

Christian Professionals to interact with this office 

and avail your talent to participate in the              

various programs that surround these thematic 

areas. 

Conveners of KCPF committees held a joint           

retreat with KCPF Board members at the                  

beginning of the year 2019 and outlined their  

operational plans which the secretariat               

implemented as detailed in other parts of this   

report.     

During the first quarter    of 2019 a series of call 

to action sessions with 

church leaders dubbed 

“Crisis Breakfast Meet-

ings” were held with the 

aim of highlighting the 

imminent threats and  

opportunities with            

regard to Christian           

Values relating to our thematic areas. KCPF was                  

appreciated for standing guard and  advancing 

the Christian agenda in Kenya especially in Policy 

Making and in Judicial Review processes which 

are the two key tools  being utilized to shape           

culture and norms in our country today.  

These crisis meetings have given birth to a novel 

program of Town Hall meetings through which 

the public are educated regarding recent policy 

changes and court rulings that have impact on our 

faith and families. The Town Hall meetings have 

largely replaced our traditional Plenary Sessions 

and leveraged on the mobilization capacity of the 

church structure; indeed, this change of strategy 

to Town Hall meetings has seen our outreach            

increase tenfold.   

As we look towards the 2019/2020 period, our 

approach will be increasingly participatory and 

collaborative. We shall focus on our core mission 

of providing technical assistance to the body of 

Christ in Kenya and beyond and work through 

the church structure and like-minded                         

organizations to influence societal shaping with 

Biblical Values. 

God bless. 

 

Dr. Daniel Kiura 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

FOREWORD 
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T 
he Kenya Christian Professionals Forum 

(KCPF) is an organization made up of          

Christian professionals from various                  

denominations sharing common values on 

Life, Family, Religion and Governance; which are our 

pillars. Our mission is to provide professional support 

in influencing the development of a legal and social 

environment that is supportive of Biblical Values in 

society. Our major partners are Kenya Conference of 

Catholic Bishops (KCCB); National Council of             

Churches of Kenya (NCCK); and Evangelical Alliance 

of Kenya (EAK). 

The campaign for the referendum on the New              

Constitution in 2010 provided an opportunity for the 

Church Leadership and Christian Professionals to          

collaborate in formulating the Christian position on 

contentious issues contained in the new Constitution 

of Kenya 2010. By providing their expertise in  civic 

education, the Christian Professionals partnered with 

the Church Leaders in articulating the position of the 

church regarding matters Religion, Life, Family,                

Education and Governance. 

It is on this backdrop that the Christian Professionals 

from all disciplines, denominations and counties came 

together  through the Kenya Chr is t ian                      

Professionals Forum (KCPF) to provide sustainable 

support to churches to influence the legal, social and 

religious environment of our society so that it            

reflects Kingdom Values. 

Christian Professionals are very interested on               

influencing and participating in the implementation of 

the Constitution of Kenya 2010, national laws and 

policies revolving around Life, Family, Religion and 

Governance. 

 Mrs. Anne Mbugua – Chairperson 

 Mr. Charles Kanjama – Vice Chair 

 Mr. Vincent Kimosop - Secretary 

 Mr. Daniel Muiruri - Treasurer 

 Dr. Daniel Kiura –Executive Director 

 Mrs. Alice Wainaina– Director 

 Mr. George Ogalo – EAK representative 

 Dr. Wahome Ngare – Life Committee  

 Canon Peter Gachuhi - Family Committee 

 Mr. Lucas Owako - Religion Committee 

 Mr. Peter Mbuchi - Education Committee 

 Mr. Gerald Walterfang - Governance committee 

 Mrs. Winnie Kambora - Welfare Committee 

 Mrs. Monica Matiri - Media Committee 

 
VISION:  

A wholesome and  

productive society 

that upholds               

biblical values. 

 

OUR VALUES: 

 Accountability 

 Professionalism 

 Courage 

 Integrity 

 Stewardship 

BACKGROUND 

 

MISSION: 

To promote and            

defend biblical values in 

society through               

Research, Advocacy, 

Mentorship and                

Witnessing. 
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KCPF works through committees and each                      

committee has clear terms of reference. Brief               

overviews of the committees’ mandates are outlined 

below: 

1. Life Committee: advocating for and promoting the 

culture of life in Kenya. 

2. Family Committee: Promotes and protects the      

Family as outlined in Article 45 of the Constitution. 

3. Education Committee: Inculcating and               

mainstreaming moral values through Education. 

4. Religion Committee: Champions our religious              

freedom in Kenya and beyond. 

5. Governance Committee: Promoting Leadership and 

Integrity as outlined in Chapter 6 of the                         

Constitution 

Support Committees 

1. Media Committee: supporting and networking 

KCPF committees so as to profile and publicize their 

programmes through electronic and print  media. It 

monitors and reports destructive content appearing in 

the media, as well as highlighting the wholesome ones. 

2. Welfare Committee: Advice, make comments and 

propose guidelines on the welfare arrangements for the 

benefit of KCPF Members. It also celebrates and stands 

with Members in and out of season. 

KCPF COMMITTEES 

ANGAZA FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN 

KCPF annually holds Angaza Fundraising culminating 

into a dinner. This year, we have planned a fundraising            

dinner on July 5th 2019 at the Serena Hotel with a                   

target of raising Kshs. 20 Million. We need resources to 

support; Research, Advocacy and Lobbying on  matters 

the Right to Life, Family Values, Value based right to 

Education, Freedom of Worship and Good Governance 

and Social Justice which are our major focus. In                

undertaking this, qualified professionals with expertise 

in these fields is required; lawyers, researchers, medics, 

counselors, leadership consultants, theologians, to work 

with KCPF members and partners to identify and seek 

ways to analyse and influence accordingly in promotion 

of a Biblical society.  
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G 
uided by Article 26(1) of the                  

Constitution of Kenya we believe 

that every person has the right to life 

and inherent dignity. Further to that, 

Article 26(2) adds that “The life of a person             

begins at conception.”  

In recognition of these articles and the mission of 

Jesus in John 10:10 (….I have come so that they 

may have life and have it in abundance,) KCPF 

continues to uphold the Sanctity of Human Life.  

In line with our belief that life begins at                         

conception and ends at natural death, the Life 

Committee works in collaboration with other pro

-life organizations under Linda Uhai Consortium 

to promote and protect human life and dignity. 

 

FEDERATION OF WOMEN LAWYERS (FIDA) 

KENYA & OTHERS V ATTORNEY GENERAL & 2 

OTHERS  

In this case, the petitioners sought to challenge 

revocation of safe abortion guidelines by the  

Ministry of Health (MoH).  FIDA had sued the 

Ministry of Health through the Director of                

Medical Services who had withdrawn the              

guidelines after being notified that the guidelines 

were being used mischievously to train health 

workers on performing abortion on demand. 

KCPF was enjoined in this case since 2015.                    

A ruling was made on 12th June, 2019, in favor of 

FIDA (petitioners.) We plan to appeal the court 

decision. KCPF issued a Press Release on this                

matter. (See Page 8, Section 1.6) 

 

1.2 HUMAN LIFE CYCLE & HUMAN RIGHTS 

FROM A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE  

The committee developed manuals that will be 

used to train the young generation about the   

Human Life Cycle and Human Rights from a 

Christian Perspective. The goal is to help the             

target group understand the need to Promote & 

Protect life from Conception to Natural Death 

and the Dignity of all creatures.  

Linda Uhai Ambassadors Training Program was 

held on 15th September 2018 at the St Paul’s 

Catholic University Chapel. The goal of the               

training was to have foot soldiers who promote 

and protect life.  

Patricia Gwambo of World Youth Alliance gave a 

presentation on Human Dignity while Life                 

committee convener, Dr. Wahome Ngare covered 

the topics; Human Rights from a Christian                 

Perspective; Understanding and living the               

kingdom mindset, Human Rights and health from 

a Christian perspective and Human life cycle from 

a Christian perspective.  

1. LIFE COMMITTEE 

Linda Uhai Ambassadors Training on 15/09/2018 at the               

St Paul’s Catholic University  Chapel, University of                  

Nairobi 

1.1 COURT CASES 
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KCPF in collaboration with Kenya Conference of 

Catholic Bishops (KCCB) and the Linda Uhai                  

Consortium members held the 2019 March for Life 

on Saturday 23rd March 2019 from 9:30 am.  

The walk was flagged off from the Nairobi Railway 

Club by Dr. Jean Kagia from Protecting Life              

Movement Trust (PLMT.) This 

year, the March attracted Close 

to 400 participants including 

164 students from Primary and 

Secondary Schools and the          

following organisations;  

Catholic University of Eastern 

Africa (CUEA), CitizenGO, Sozo 

Church of  God, Kenya                     

Conference of Catholic Bishops, World Youth Alli-

ance-Africa, and St. Martin‘s Crisis Pregnancy & Pro

-Life Education Centre. The Kenya Police provided 

adequate security and helped in controlling traffic 

as participants marched for life.  

DJ Euphoric and Kenya Prisons Band entertained 

participants at the event that was emceed by              

Mr. Arthur Nzesya, from Skillshare. Dr. Wahome 

Ngare (Convener of the KCPF Life Committee), 

Ann Mbugua (Chairlady-KCPF) were among the 

speakers who addressed the speakers at the event. 

KCPF through its Life Consortiums also held a 

March for the Unborn walk on the 18th May 2019 

in Nairobi. This was in protest to the pulling down 

of Anti-Abortion Billboards which had been erected 

in several areas in Nairobi city.  

The Anti-abortion protests were organized by Sozo 

Church of God, and brought together members of 

the clergy and partner organizations that have been 

in the forefront championing a pro-life culture in 

Kenya, including CitizenGo, African Christian 

Camping, Pearls and Treasures Trust, Protecting Life 

Movement Trust, World Youth Alliance among 

others. Protesters walked several kilometers               

chanting pro-life slogans, they also said prayers  

outside well known pro-choice clinics in Nairobi.  

1.4 MARCH FOR THE UNBORN 2019 

 
400 

Number of                

participants               

at the March             

for Life                        

2019 

1.3 MARCH FOR LIFE 2019 

A group of Christian Anti-Abortion Protesters Marching for 

the Unborn on 18th May 2019 in Nairobi 
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Through its Linda Uhai consortium, Life                 

Committee intends to achieve the following by 

the end of this year;  

1. Creation of a culture of nurturing life in            

Kenya; increasing engagement of churches 

and Christian Professionals in matters of              

pro-life through monthly open forums and 

town hall meetings. Target reach is 500           

professionals & church ministers. 

2. Counseling and assistance of young pregnant 

girls in facilitation of a decision that is              

pro-life; Establish a toll-free call center and 

establishment of grass-root culture of life  

centers i.e. 10 Linda Uhai Clubs.  

3. Ensuring decrease of unnatural causes of 

death; Develop an introductory paragraph to 

be introduced in driving school curriculum, 

emphasizing on the value and need to            

respect human dignity. The target is 3 driving 

schools.  

4. Influencing Bills and policies to steer them 

into protection of life; currently, the team is 

working on a petition to forestall the                 

negative elements included in the school 

health policy launched in Kilifi on 21
st
 June, 

2019 and also working on filing an appeal on 

the court ruling on abortion guidelines and 

use of the drug Medabon for medical                

abortions.  

5. Promotion of the life-cycle as God intends it 

to be; develop a manual which shall be used 

to train Linda Uhai Clubs. Target is to train 

100 Linda Uhai ambassadors.   

6. Increase public engagement on matters              

pro-life; develop a Biblical basis on, and start 

a public discourse among Christians on the 

need to abolish the death sentence. Also draft 

a Petition calling for repeal of the death          

sentence.  

1.5 2019 PLANS AND TARGETS 

 

 

Dr. Wahome 

Ngare,  Convener, 

Life Committee 

training Linda 

Uhai Ambassadors 

on 15/09/2018              

at the St Paul’s              

Catholic               

University                 

Chapel  
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1.6  PRESS STATEMENT - COURT JUDGMENT ON ABORTION GUIDELINES &  

Fellow Kenyans 

The Preamble of the CONSTITUTION of Kenya, 

2010 states that the people of Kenya acknowledge 

the Supremacy of the Almighty God of all Creation. 

By so doing, we acknowledged the role of faith in 

our lives.  

In 2015, the Christian community through Kenya 

Christian Professionals Forum (KCPF) was enjoined 

in the Federation of Women Lawyers (FIDA-Kenya) 

& 3 others v Attorney General & 2 others (Petition 

266 of 2015). KCPF was involved in this case to          

challenge the concept of safe abortion, used by  

several pro-abortion organisations to support     

abortion on demand despite article 26(2) of the 

CONSTITUTION of Kenya declaring that the life of 

a person begins at conception.  

Our witnesses challenged: 

1. The dubious grossly-inflated statistics of illegal 

abortions in Kenya, and the problematic              

Abortion Incidence Complications Methodology 

(AICM) used to generate those figures. 

2.  The reality that all pro-abortion policies    foisted 

on the Ministry of Health have been sponsored, 

promoted & developed by a group of               

pro-abortion organisations against the interests 

of Kenyans, our laws and values. 

3. The claim that the life or health of the mother 

except ions  in  the         

Kenyan CONSTITUTION 

allow deliberate killing of 

the unborn child on any 

ground, based on an  

expansive World Health 

Organisation  definition of health to include      

absence of social, psychological or physical       

infirmity of any kind. 

4. The non-acknowledgement of the fact that 

99.9% of abortions are done for social and not 

health reasons, and thus should be addressed 

through social and not medical  solutions. 

5. The disregard of the truth that widespread         

medical abortions are being procured illegally 

through abortion drugs, particularly Medabon, 

with complicit assistance of institutions and            

personnel engaged in "post abortion care." 

We therefore engaged the Court to defend the 

innocent life of the unborn child. We asked the 

Court: 

1. To support the Ministry of Health (MOH)              

decision to outlaw the abortion drug                

Medabon. 

2. To support the MOH decision to withdraw the 

irregular Abortion Training Curriculum developed 

for health care workers, and the so-called Safe 

Abortion Guidelines. The Guidelines intended to 

promote use of suction pumps (Manual Vacuum 

Aspirators) by any health worker to perform      

abortions in the first two trimesters of pregnancy. 

3. To interpret the Constitution in a way that             

protects the life of the unborn child. 

The Court disregarded our witnesses’ testimony,         

rejected each of our prayers and instead                        

systematically dismantled the Constitutional                      

protection of the unborn child, rendering article 26

(2) of the CONSTITUTION devoid of  meaning.  

99.9%  

Abortions  done for 

social and not 

health reasons 
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The Court decision issued on 12th June 2019 was  

fundamentally flawed, it is against the belief of        

majority of Kenyans on the issue of abortion and 

gravely violates the right to life for the following          

reasons: 

1.Kenya is a multiracial, multicultural and multi-

religious country. Life is God given and the  sanctity 

of human life should be respected and promoted by 

all. 

2. It is a clear biological fact that the life of an  

individual human begins at conception. A child is a 

person in the womb and should be granted         

available rights such as the right to life, human            

dignity and right not to be subjected to torture and 

violence. Curiously, the Court in the FIDA case were 

hesitant to recognize the unborn child as a  person. 

3. The  Court  has  interpreted  article  26(4)  of  

the Constitution,  which  allows  a  trained  health 

professional to give an opinion on abortion, as            

extending to any cadre of health workers, including 

doctors, clinical officers, nurses and midwives, thus 

allowing a death sentence to be passed on an         

unborn child by any health worker and without any 

safeguards. 

4. The Court has further opened the door for         

abortion on grounds of social & psychological              

reasons  despite the evident truth that killing of an 

innocent baby does not cure the cause of such            

problems. 

5. The Court has allowed prescription of the          

abortion drug Medabon, and reinstated flawed 

MOH Guidelines that had already been withdrawn 

since they were being misused to allow abortion on 

demand, including in public health facilities. 

The tens of thousands of babies who will die          

because of the Court’s judgment are raising their cries 

for intervention. We are equally disappointed that 

the Court ignored the evidence of grave harm to 

both mother and child that arises from abortion. For 

these reasons we have instructed our legal team to  

immediately lodge an appeal against the High Court 

judgment. 

We also caution Health Professionals who may take 

this as an opportunity to advance the                  

abortion agenda based on their opinion, that any 

woman who suffers emotional or physical                  

complications as a result of that abortion, can sue 

them for professional negligence.  

KCPF and its various partners recognize that                    

majority of abortions are committed for social 

and not medical reasons and will therefore                   

continue engaging persons involved in crisis                   

pregnancies, social workers and medical practitioners 

who provide the much needed psycho-social support 

and find mechanisms of scaling up such alternatives 

to abortion.  

We shall also engage government institutions,  

religious organizations and other stakeholders in 

advancement of the interests of the mother and 

unborn child in all circumstances.  

We as KCPF, have formed a consortium with 

many stakeholders in this area who offer a wide 

range of support to girls in crisis pregnancies; 

including rescue centers, adoption advice &  

support and counselling.  

Ultimately, abortion doesn't stop one from being the 

parent of an unborn child, it merely makes one the 

parent of a dead baby! 

Let’s love both mother and child! 

Abortion stops a beating heart! 

All human life deserves protection! 

USE OF THE DRUG MEDABON FOR ABORTION ON 12/06/2019 
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2.1 FAMILY POLICY ENGAGEMENT 

KCPF and its National Family Consortium played 

a key role in developing the National Family               

Promotion and Protection Policy under the               

leadership of the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Protection.  

The policy was discussed by the cabinet, who             

advised that it should be discussed by the UN and 

aligned to the SDG’s. The Minister for Labour and 

Social Protection has promised that the                        

government will adopt the policy. 

2. FAMILY COMMITTEE  

2.2 COURT CASES 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT ON THE INTERSEX ISSUE 

The Family Committee in conjunction with the Life 

Committee embarked on a project to facilitate the 

recognition of intersex persons as persons with          

disabilities. The project involved working in              

conjunction with the task force created by the            

Attorney General under the Kenya National              

Commission for Human Rights.  

Our stand at KCPF is that intersex is a physical               

disability and not a third gender. So far, the                

intersex persons in Kenya have rejected any              

association with LBGT and we will continue to 

support them so long as they hold this position. 

The Intersex Society of Kenya was registered in 

May, 2018.  

ERIC GITARI CASE 2 (ERIC GITARI VS THE          

ATTORNEY GENERAL (2016) EKLR)  

In this case, Eric Gitari sought the decriminalization 

of Homosexuality as illustrated by the Kenya Penal 

Code stating that it is unconstitutional and                      

decriminalizes the minorities. The Case sought               

legalization of Homosexuality, against the Penal 

Code sec 162 and 165.  

The court judgement was made on 24th May 

2019, the court failed to repeal the penal codes in 

question stating that the petitioners failed to prove 

how the Kenyan laws violated their right to health, 

dignity and privacy. 

 

Counsel Charles 

Kanjama (KCPF) 

being  interviewed 

by  journalists               

outside Milimani 

Law Courts after 

High court judgment 

upholding             

criminalization of 

sodomy on 

24/5/2019 

Ministry of 

Labor &             

Social                

Protection  

CS at the  

IDOF Family 

Conference 

on 15th May 

2019 at KICD  



PRE-FAMILY SYMPOSIUM  

KCPF has realized that Town Hall meetings are a 

novel way to engage our stakeholders and they 

have thus replaced the monthly plenary meetings.  

The first Open Forum was held on 5th May 

where more than 250 participants gathered at All 

Saints Cathedral. We addressed the issues;                    

Advancement of the LGBT agenda, Abortion on 

Demand and Sexual Revolution.  

 

 

POST-FAMILY SYMPOSIUM  

On 31st May, KCPF was also invited to speak at 

Parklands Baptist Church on the LGBTQ agenda 

during a men’s fellowship. This Forum whose 

theme was ‘Compassion without Compromise,’ 

was attended by 62 participants, addressed the 

LGBTQ agenda in Kenya and its impact on social 

and spiritual aspects. The key speakers were Rev. 

Tom Otieno from Lavington United Church and              

Dr. Wahome Ngare. Also in attendance was 

KCPF Chairperson, Mrs. Ann Mbugua. 
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2.3 TOWN HALL MEETINGS (OPEN FORUM) 

Delegates at the Open Forum held at All Saints Cathedral Auditorium on 5th May 2019 
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2.4 UN IDOF REGIONAL FAMILY CONFERENCE 2019 

 

KCPF Family Committee and its Consortium in                   

conjunction with the Ministry of Labour and Social       

Protection held the UN International Day of the Family 

Conference (IDOF) on Wednesday the 15th of May 

2018 at the Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development 

(KICD).  

The UN theme for the event was; “Family and Climate 

Action; Focus on SDG 13” which was adapted for              

Kenya as; “Men; Champions of Families and                   

Environmental Sustainability”  

The event was graced by the Cabinet Secretary (CS) for 

the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection,                        

Ambassador Ukur Yatani, The Principal Secretary and 

State Department for Social Protection, Nelson Marwa 

Sospeter, EBS.  

The CS in his speech reiterated on the need to conserve 

the environment, saying that, “The generation that             

destroys the environment is not the generation that 

bears the price.” He also condemned same-sex                     

marriages, saying they are not “palatable for Africa”. 

Besides, he promised that the government is working 

on banning “bringing up of children in institutions” and 

“foreign adoptions due to compelling evidence of child 

trafficking.”  

The conference also brought together various speakers 

who handled several issues; Rev Simon Mbevi of              

Transform Nations spoke about the place of men in the 

family and society. He raised the need to recognize and 

develop authentic manhood in boys, and to provide 

them with brotherhood in a genuine community where 

they can be vulnerable without being embarrassed.  

Dr. Stanley Mukolwe of Navigators Kenya handled the 

issue of Marriage and Parenting. He said, “The                   

relationships we have with our families form the basis 

of all other relationships. Convictions and moral values 

are developed and caught at home.”  

Other speakers were; Dr. Lucy Muturi, a Clinical              

Psychologist from Strathmore University Medical              

Centre, Warah Meryne, Sujata Kotamraju from the  

Hindu Council of Kenya and Raymond Mutura from 

the Program for Family Development who concluded 

by talking about Technology and Family. 
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2.5 FAMILY-LIFE SYMPOSIUM  2019 

A 
s part of the activities to mark the UN               

International Day of the Family; KCPF in 

partnership with HESABIKA organized a 

Family Symposium on 17th May 2019 at All 

Saints Cathedral, Nairobi. The theme was “Imminent 

Threats to Church & Family: Arising to the Call of our 

Time.”  

The aim was to equip Christian professionals and church 

leaders with relevant knowledge on challenges facing 

the Church and Society and craft a common strategy 

giving them a platform to voice their concerns.  

The forum also sought to make available technical                

assistance and increase membership in KCPF’s litigation, 

media campaign, research & data and resource                      

mobilization caucuses. It brought together participants 

who consisted of Interdenominational members of the 

clergy, Christian professionals, Para-Church                            

Organizations and College students.  

In her welcoming remarks, the KCPF chair, Mrs. Anne 

Mbugua talked about KCPF’s history and its objectives. 

She enumerated the objectives as; networking,                     

strategizing, creation of a resource center, awareness  

i.e. amplifying the Christian voice, influencing policy 

and contending in the market place. She also spoke of 

the emerging issues affecting the family and church 

which include; Advancement of LGBTQ agenda; Family 

breakups; Informal unions; Domestic violence and Porn 

pandemic.  

Dr. Wahome Ngare handled the matter of Abortion as 

an imminent threat to life and society in general. He 

said, “You cannot understand the threat to life and 

abortion on demand unless you understand the sexual 

revolution. Amongst the many strands of the revolution 

are a deep hostility to Christianity and a corresponding 

idolatry of science.”  

Mr. Charles Kanjama, an Advocate reiterated the fact 

that KCPF strongly believes in the use of the Judiciary, 

Executive and Legislature            

System in the promotion and 

Protection of Family and Life.  

Other speakers included David 

Kuria from A Thousand Watts, 

Valentine Gitoho from AfCAA 

and Dr. Richard Mutura from 

HESABIKA.  

A team from the Attorney     

General’s Registrar of societies 

was also in attendance, they 

expounded to the church               

leaders the details of the           

Proposed Amendments to the 

Associations Act which is also 

going to affect the Church. 

Dr. Wahome Ngare (left) -Convener, Life Committee, and Mrs. Ann 

Mbugua - KCPF Chairperson (second left) and a team from Living 

Bread International Church at the Family Symposium  2019 

KCPF 
strongly  

believes in the 

use of  the               
Judiciary,              

Executive and          

Legislature   
System in the 
promotion and  

Protection of  

Family and Life.  

Charles  Kanjama 

Panelist and KCPF 

Vice Chair 

“ 

If you are not                

speaking to   

today’s  generation in 

today’s  language, you 

are the ONLY ONE 

who isn’t. 

David Kuria             

A THOUSAND WATTS 

“ 
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We, representatives of over 3000 members of           

different Churches, faith-based organisations,             

media, and students met on May 17
th
, 2019 in  

Nairobi to share experience, lessons and deliberate 

on the current threats to the Church and Family. 

This marks the second (2
nd

) year of the Family-Life     

Symposium (FLS).   

Cognisant of the provisions of Article 32 of the 

Constitution of Kenya that stipulates that Every 

person has the right to freedom of conscience,             

religion, thought, belief and opinion, and that this 

one has the right, either individually or in                     

community with others, in public or in private, to 

manifest any religion or belief through worship, 

practice, teaching or observance 

Recognising the increasing threats that the church 

has come under in the recent past that has been 

made  possible by the adoption of liberal values in 

society.  

Noting that the Constitution recognises the family 

is the natural and fundamental unit of society and 

the  necessary  basis of social order and shall enjoy 

the recognition and protection of the State. 

Convinced that the current threats facing the 

church and family can only be resolved with a 

close collaboration between the State and                

stakeholders working to promote this critical             

institution with the Church playing a key role in 

the process  

Conscious that the FLS provides a key platform for 

information sharing, networking and forging             

common strategies that will go a long way in 

building strong and happy families in Kenya.  

Aware, of the increased use of litigation as a              

strategy to seek constitutional and legal                     

interpretations that if left unchecked may have 

negative ramifications to the natural family as the 

Kenyan society have known.   

This is further compounded by increased financial 

support to the advance liberal values that               

undermine family in the country and the continent 

at large   

Recognising that the Kenyan public before the 

adoption of the Constitution of Kenya 2010, we 

duly informed that it was not going to be a                 

document used to undermine African cultures and 

values and understanding of Family,  

Conscious of the increasing recent ruling that             

registration of an organization championing the 

Gay Agenda  

Aware of the deliberate attempts to undermine the 

legitimate voice of the church in the country by 

some sections of the  society and media.  

HEREBY RESOLVE/CALL:  

THREATS TO FAMILY   

We call on the government to prioritize and fast 

track the  finalization of the Family Promotion and               

Protection Policy. 

We urge the government to set aside resources 

that will be used for successful implementation of 

the policy . 

We call on the government to facilitate to play 

their role on the registration legalization of              

marriages. 

2.6 FAMILY LIFE SYMPOSIUM  2019 DECLARATION 

Continues on page…...15 
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THREATS TO LIFE  

 We call on the Ministry of Health to shelve the 

Abortion Guidelines  

We call for an amendment the Constitution to  

outlaw abortion  

We encourage communities to support the                

adoption of children as part of the efforts of             

addressing crisis pregnancies  

CHURCH GOVERNANCE   

We welcome the Governance Code of Conduct 

that is currently being spearheaded by HESABIKA 

in partnership with AfCAA  

We commit to mobilize our churches and members 

to support the adoption of this tool  

LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL REPRESENTATION   

 We mandate KCPF to represent the Church and 

other FBOs on legal issues that undermine Life, 

Family and the Church  

We commit to mobilize support and resources to 

ensure that the church gets effective representation 

in and outside courts of justice  

CONCLUSION  

As Christians, we are committed to living                   

responsibly and playing our roles as citizens. We 

wish to express our willingness to work with the 

government and other  stakeholders in protecting 

and championing Family and Life. 

 

 

BISHOP KEPHA OMAE 

(Redeemed Gospel Church) 

………………...Continued from page 14 

Through its National Family Consortium, the    

Family Committee intends to achieve the               

following in 2019; 

1. Work together towards achievement of the  

National Family Promotion & Protection             

Policy.  

2. Work co-operatively in promotion of the         

natural family as expressed by general                  

understanding of the Kenyan people.  

2.7 FAMILY COMMITTEE 2019 PLANS AND TARGETS 

Church leaders at the Family Conference 2019 
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2.8 PRESS STATEMENT - COURT JUDGMENT ON LEGALIZATION  

Fellow Kenyans,  

In 2010 we promulgated the Kenyan                  

CONSTITUTION whose preamble stated that the 

people of Kenya Acknowledge the supremacy of 

the Almighty God of all creation, by so doing, 

we acknowledged the role of faith in our lives. 

In 2016, the Christian community through Kenya      

Christian Professionals Forum (KCPF) was        

enjoined in the Eric Gitari Vs. The Attorney            

General and others-  Petition 150 of 2016.          

We acknowledge the sacrifice of Counsel Charles 

Kanjama who has been representing our interest 

in this Constitutional Petition that seeks the            

declaration of provisions of the law that                 

criminalize  sodomy as unconstitutional.  

We participated in the proceedings through our                

Advocates and today the court has delivered its                

Judgment. This is a significant Judgment in the 

history of our republic with potential to shape 

the future of this nation.  

Sodomy as it is, remains a sexual perversion that 

is  damaging to the individual, the family and the 

society. The constitutional compromise accepted 

by Kenyans was clearly and unequivocally against 

allowing homosexuality into our country.  

We are delighted by the Judgment and we are in 

full support for the following reasons:  

1. Kenya is a multiracial, multicultural and                        

multi-religious country whose people believe in 

the Almighty God of all creation as in clearly  

captured in the preamble of our                        

CONSTITUTION.  

2. Biologically (in nature and as created by God),                 

sexual intercourse is a delivery system of the male 

seed into the woman’s body with its natural end 

being companionship or unity of the spouses and 

procreation. Any sexual experience that deviates 

from this basic truth is therefore disordered. For 

that reason, same sex relationships are naturally 

disordered.  

3. Human dignity is inherent in each one of us 

but there are types of behaviour that can         

degrade and demean human dignity and same 

sex relation is one such behaviour.  

4. All human beings have a right to make choices 

but this cannot be taken to mean that all choices 

we make are right.  

5. Sexual activity between people of the same 

biological sex is a destructive sexual lifestyle to 

family health and therefore the stability of the 

community because it causes;  

a) Harm to the individual, due to a disordered 

sexual act.  

b) Harm to families, due to disordered sexual  

relations.  

c) Harm to the community, due to disruption of                 

sexuality.  

6. Sodomy is not a new practice, but because it 

has always been illicit, it was always practiced in 

privacy and away from public glare.  
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This case was/is an attempt to sanitize what is 

illicit by making it legal. If the people who are 

attracted to the same sex did not publicly          

declare their  orientation, it would remain their 

personal secret and not generate any public           

discussion.  

Conversely, those who publicly exhibit their  

sexual  orientation by their dressing or show of 

affection, make the matter cease to be private 

and become open to public discussion and        

debate. Those who don’t approve of such            

behaviour then have a right and moral                  

responsibility to make their displeasure known.  

7. Sodomy increases the spread of HIV/AIDS and 

should be discouraged as opposed to                   

encouraged.  

8. Children learn up to 80% by observation. 

Any adult whether on media or real life,                  

becomes a role model. If we model the wrong 

kind of sexual behaviour, children can be                 

influenced negatively. We therefore need to 

protect the children by asking the adults to    

model to the  

children            

behaviour that 

protects their 

best interests.  

Today’s             

Judgment has 

demonstrated 

the Judiciary’s              

commitment 

in  protecting 

the       integrity of the    social  fabric of our  

society that is woven into the institution of    

marriage between people of opposite sex as           

enshrined in article 45 (1) and (2) of the Kenyan 

constitution, We want to applaud the                  

government of Kenya led by H.E. President 

Uhuru Kenyatta who has been in the frontline 

publicly defending the natural family which is 

the basic unit of society in our country.  

We commend the judiciary and thank God for 

this  wonderful Judgment.  

God bless you; God bless Kenya.  

Bishop Alfred Rotich (KCCB) thanking God outside               

Milimani Law courts after court judgement upholding   

the illicitness  of sodomy in Kenya on 24th May 2019 

Kenyan                               
CONSTITUTION 

Article 45 (2) Every 
adult has the right to 
marry a person of the 
opposite sex, based on 
the free consent of the             

parties.  

OF SODOMY ON 24TH MAY 2019  
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For the last five years, KCPF has convened an  

Annual Ecumenical Prayer Breakfast whose target 

is to bring together Christian Professionals for 

corporate prayer at the commencement of each 

year. The event is usually held on rotational basis 

at the partner churches that is, at Anglican,            

Catholic and Pentecostal churches. 

This year, we held a prayer plenary on 24th             

January 2019 at PCEA St. Andrew’s Church, 

where members were challenged to stand in the 

gap for the country. We took time to pray and 

ask for God’s intervention for the nation, its  

leadership, the church, and KCPF. 

On 4th June 2019, the KCPF Governance and 

Religion Committee attended a meeting meant to 

resolve the Muslim-Christian conflict which             

occurred in Kiamaiko in May. The meeting was 

held at Deliverance Church, Haile Selassie Road. 

It was organized by Caring Friends                

Ministry, in a bid to raise funds to compensate 

the churches and individuals that had incurred 

losses in the conflict, and also resolve the dispute. 

3.1.PRAYER PLENARY 

3. RELIGION COMMITTEE  

3.2  THE COMMITTEE’S 2019 PLANS AND  TARGETS 

Church leaders during a Brainstorming session at             

Sarova Panafric Hotel, Nairobi on  3rd May 2019 

In order to achieve its mandate, this year, the 

committee intends to; 

1. To capacity build churches and religious               

organizations to be fully engaged in public life 

and policy debates on areas touching religious 

freedom; organize a "Faith in the Public Sphere: 

Challenges and Opportunities" forum in                 

October 2019, targeting 60 people during 

which 4 positional papers shall be presented 

and discussed. Write a bimonthly report,                     

identifying and responding to issues of religious 

freedom/ freedom of conscience and thought. 

2. To promote research and scholarly writings on 

religion and other pillars of KCPF i.e. life, family 

& social justice; publish at least 3 articles in            

reputable publications and/or mainstream media 

3. Advocacy against religious persecution,                 

intolerance and hatred; publish quarterly              

reports on documentary survey on religious 

persecution and intolerance accompanied by 

an advisory/report to KCPF Board & Church 

Bodies.  
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T 
he Governance Committee organizes 

annual awards ceremony dubbed 

UTUMISHI BORA AWARDS (UBA) so 

as to celebrate those transforming    

society through their service.  

The term Utumishi Bora connotes; Servant              

Leadership exemplified by integrity of heart and 

skillfulness of hands. UBA 2018’s theme was:            

"So he fed them with the integrity of his heart 

and guided them by the skillfulness of his hands            

(KJV Psalm78:72).  

The ultimate aim of the award is to provide a 

platform for Christian professionals who have 

served in an exemplary manner to be celebrated 

and acknowledged in public. By doing so, we 

contribute towards the implementation of                 

Chapter 6 of the Kenyan  Constitution that                

promotes servant leadership.  

Utumishi Bora Awards 2018 was held on                    

1st December 2018 at the Windsor Golf Hotel 

and Country Club and it attracted 107 guests. 

The event was graced by the Chief Justice David 

Maraga. 

The following were the UBA 2018 awardees;         

Dr. Florence Muindi (Mtumishi Bora and             

Integrity Award), Jane Wathome (Mentorship 

Award), Misiko Andere (Media Championship 

Award) and Dr. Luis Franchesci (Research and 

Writing Award.) 

President of the Supreme Court, Chief Justice David             

Maraga (second right)  flagged by his wife, with KCPF   

Officials  during the Utumishi Bora Awards on December 1, 

2018 at Windsor Golf Hotel 

4. GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 

4.1 Utumishi Bora Awards (UBA) 2018 

The governance committee intends to achieve the 

following in 2019; 

1. Promote Good Governance and Leadership; 

Lobby Government on key issues of concern  

identified by KCPF Governance & Leadership  

Program, conduct training of Government officials 

on issues that are key to the mandate of KCPF 

and craft specific strategies of engagement with 

government on policy and legislation affecting the 

micro and small business enterprises (the             

larger population of Kenyans falls in this group) 

4.2 2019 PLANS AND TARGETS 
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5.1 MEDIA ENGAGEMENT 

1. DAILY NATION: 16th June, 2019 Battle for 

soul of the nation will not be won in courts 

(Mr. Lucas Owako) - Religion Committee. 

2. KTN: 12th June 2019 Evening, Co-convener 

Life Committee, Dr. Jean Kagia, was                  

interviewed, where she expounded on KCPF’s 

stand on the ruling on Abortion case. 

3. K24 SAA MOJA: 24th May, 2019 KCPF Press 

Release after Court Ruling on legalization of 

Sodomy was partly aired on K24 evening 

news. 

4. DAILY NATION: Wednesday June 12 2019 - 

Loophole as High Court rules abortion still 

illegal in Kenya (MAUREEN KAKAH and SAM 

KIPLAGAT) 

5. THE GUARDIAN: Friday 24 May 2019 -            

Kenya court upholds ban on gay sex in major 

set-back for activists. Judges in Nairobi say 

they had not seen enough evidence of           

discrimination to change law (JASON BURKE 

Africa correspondent) 

6. THE ATLANTIC: MAY 24, 2019 - The British 

Empire's Homophobia Lives on in Former 

Colonies. Activists argue it is homophobia, 

not homosexuality that has been imported 

from the West. (JACOB KUSHNER)  

7. REUTERS: FEBRUARY 22, 2019 - Kenya High 

Court delays ruling on law banning gay sex to 

May 24 -judge (JOHN NDISO, BAZ                   

RATNER)  

8. VOA: February 15, 2019 - Hopes High Before 

Kenya Ruling on Decriminalizing Gay Sex 

(RAEL OMBUOR)  

9. STANDARD DIGITAL: 23rd Feb 2019 - How 

it began: Long road for homosexuals in justice 

quest (KAMAU MUTHONI)  

10. DAILY NATION: 28th April 2019 Preacher 

Unfazed By NGO Backlash Over                          

Anti-Abortion Advertisements  

11. NAIROBI NEWS: September 20th, 2018 - 

Christian group asks to be enjoined in lesbian 

case (By THOMAS MATIKO)   

5. MEDIA SUPPORT COMMITTEE 
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KCPF PICTORIALS 

 

1. Infographic: Highlighting the 8 Steps to 

Gay Agenda in Kenya by David Kuria  

 

2. Church Leaders and KCPF with its                 

Consortium members at a Press Conference 

reacting to the pulling down of                        

Anti-Abortion Billboards in Nairobi (NTV 

News)  

 

3. Participants at the Open Forum on               

5th May 2019 during the Question and 

Answer Session  

 

 

1 

2 
1 

3 
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KCPF MEMBERSHIP  

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES 

 1. Student/Associates: 

Registration Ksh. 500, Annual Subscription Ksh. 1,500 

 2. Professionals:  

Registration Ksh. 1,500, Annual Subscription Ksh. 5,000 

 3. Corporates : 

Registration Ksh. 5,000, Annual Subscription Ksh. 20,000 

Some Benefits of KCPF Membership 

1. Opportunity to influence the implementation of 

the Constitution, National Values and policies 

(Article 10)   revolving around Life (Article 26), 

Family (Article 45), Religion (Article 32), Good 

Governance (Article 6) and Social Justice.                     

Advocacy is most successful in the context of               

coalition building and collective voice.                       

The Forum creates such a platform for collec-

tive, consistent and constructive advocacy                   

engagement to influence laws, policies, bills, 

court cases and lobbying for moral values in all 

spheres of the society. 

2. Equipping: KCPF is engaged in Action Research 

to facilitate effective responses to contemporary  

issues so that church leaders and Christians speak 

from a point of understanding and with                         

authority. 

3. Networking: The Forum is an excellent space to 

meet with other professionals across many                

divides: professional, denominational,                          

generational, ethnic, political affiliations, etc. 

and freely share challenges, experiences,                               

encouragement and connect as Christians in the 

market place.  

4. From Impotence to godly Influence: Sometimes 

as a Christian you may feel impotent to stem the 

flood of obscene content on mass and social             

media and this can be frustrating. At KCPF you 

meet with other Christians who share your              

values, concerns and frustrations, and best of all, 

you have the opportunity to join hands and           

promote and protect godly values in the legal-

social framework.  

5. From Apathy to Movement: Your Church or               

institution, or even yourself as an individual, can 

join a caucus and become part of the Movement 

to stand up and be counted for speaking out 

against moral corruption of our society 

6. Whistle Blowing: KCPF is a Watch Tower and               

considers whistle blowing quite in order. If as a 

Christian you need to raise the alert on                    

something being planned or done against public 

interest, you have an empathetic audience to 

guide, help and support you get the attention of 

the relevant authorities. 

7. Giving Back to God and Society: As Christians, 

we are called to live not unto ourselves but to 

put others’ interests, and especially the                         

vulnerable first and in so doing, model Jesus’ life 

and glorify God.  

BANK DETAILS:   

BANK NAME: Cooperative Bank  

BRANCH: Westlands 

ACCOUNT NO.:  01128128293800  

ACCOUNT NAME  Kenya Christian   

  Professionals Forum 
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How to Plugin 

Donate 
Participation 

through Advocacy 

and Social Media 

Programmes 

OUR PARTNERS 

KCPF’s strength and ability to achieve its                  

mandate is based on its partnerships and                 

consortiums.  

  

Main Partners 

 Kenya Conference of Catholic Bishops 

(KCCB); has continued to partner with us, 

notably, in planning and executing 2018 

March for Life. 2018 was a unique year as 

KCCB celebrated 50 years of Humanae Vitae 

which is a campaign for protecting the              

dignity of Human Life.  

 National Council of Churches of Kenya 

(NCCK); has championed the agenda of 

KCPF, freely offering resources and technical 

support as well as involving us in matters  

affecting national values.   

 Evangelical Alliance of Kenya (EAK); has 

been in the frontline in attending, supporting 

and hosting KCPF activities.  

 

International/Regional Partners 

 World Congress of Families 

 Family Watch International 

 Foundation for African Cultural Heritage 

 International Justice Mission 

 

National Partners 

 Ministry of Labour & Social Protection,               

Kenya 

 

The Linda Uhai Consortium 

 Pearls & Treasures Trust 

 Little Angels Network 

 Protecting Life Movement Trust 

 World Youth Alliance 

 Abstinence Kenya 

 Human Life International 

 Mother & Child TV 

 PEMA 

 East Africa Centre for Law & Justice 

 

National Family Consortium 

 World Youth Alliance 

 International Justice Mission 

 Program for Family Development 

 Tanari Trust 

 Voice of the Family in Africa 

 African Christian Camping 

Become a 

Member 
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KENYA CHRISTIAN PROFESSIONALS FORUM 

5TH FLOOR WAUMINI HOUSE (NEW WING) 

P.O. BOX 14945 – 00800 

Tel: 0791801536/0732496702    

Email: info@kcpf.or.ke/info.kcpf@gmail.com  

NAIROBI   

 

THURSDAY 30TH MAY, 2019 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE 7TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE MEMBERS OF KENYA                

CHRISTIAN PROFESSIONALS FORUM WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAY 27TH JUNE 2019 AT NCCK BOARD-

ROOM, JUMUIA PLACE 3RD FLOOR NAIROBI AT 5:00PM TO TRANSACT THE FOLLOWING BUSINESS. 

 

ORDINARY BUSINESS 

1. Introduction and opening prayers 

2. To read the notice convening the meeting 

3. To read, confirm and deal with matters arising from minutes of the previous meeting 

4. To receive the chairperson’s statement for the year ended 31st December 2018 

5. To receive the Annual Report 

6. To review and adopt audited Financial Statements for the year 2018 

7. That the board be given the authority to appoint an Auditor for the next financial year. The current                  

Auditors are eligible for reappointment and the board be given authority to negotiate terms 

8. To elect directors in accordance with company’s articles of association  

a. In accordance with KCPF’s Articles of Association, Mr. Daniel Kiura retires by rotation from the office as 

Director of KCPF and being eligible, offers himself of re-election. 

b. In accordance with KCPF’s Articles of Association, Mr. Daniel Muiruri retires by rotation from the office 

as Director of KCPF and being eligible, offers himself of re-election. 

c. In accordance with KCPF’s Articles of Association, Alice Wainaina appointed by the Board to fill a casual 

vacancy as an independent director will be retiring and is eligible for reappointment.  

d. The Board representatives of KCCB, NCCK, EAK have either resigned or retired and their successors are 

eligible for appointment.  

9. Any Other Business 

By Order of the Board 

Charles Kanjama 

 

 

Company Secretary 

Note: A member entitled to attend and vote at the meeting is entitled to appoint one or more proxies to attend 

and vote instead of him/her. A proxy need to also be a member of the company. 

http://info@kcpf.or.ke/info.kcpf@gmail.com
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Our Partners 

 

Visit us on: 5th Floor, Waumini House (New),  

Along Waiyaki Way, Westlands  

P.O. Box 14945 – 00800  Nairobi, Kenya 

Tel: 0791801536/0732496702  

Email: info@kcpf.or.ke/info.kcpf@gmail.com  

Website: http://www.kcpf.or.ke  

Facebook Page: Kenya Christian Professionals   Forum 

Twitter: @kenyaCPF  

CONTACT US 

http://info@kcpf.or.ke/info.kcpf@gmail.com
http://www.kcpf.or.ke/

